
 
 

Baxter Inc. Fund 

“Well, we ought to help get them started,” said 

Ernie Baxter after leaving the Fulton County 

Community Foundation’s start-up meeting. These 

legendary words would lead to a $10,000 donation 

and establishment of the community foundation’s 

first fund by Ernie, his son Parke, and Parke’s wife, 

Fran. However, this “kick off gift” was neither the 

beginning nor the end of the Baxter’s generosity.  

Ernie and Park operated the family drug store, 

Baxter Drugs, from 1941 to 1990. For many years, 

Baxter Drugs was the ‘place to go’ in Rochester. 

While popular amongst all ages, the drug store was especially popular with the high school 

crowd. Snacks after school, lunch breaks, and part time jobs connected the drug store to the 

younger generation. Many young women worked for the drug store and remembered it being 

“a badge of honor to be a Baxter girl.” Baxter Drugs was sold to Harry Webb in 1990 and is 

now known as Webb’s Pharmacy. It is still a major part of the local community.  

Ernie shared in a previous interview that, “for over 49 years our store had the support of 

Rochester and Fulton County. I thought this would be the ideal way to pay that back.” The 

Baxter’s were able to show support and give back to the community who gave them so much. 

Their donation let people see and believe in the community foundations main purpose, to 

support the community and its people.  

The Baxter Inc. Fund was the first of many funds established with the community foundation. 

History must begin somewhere! During its time of establishment, Baxter Inc. was led by 

President Ernie Baxter, Vice President Parke Baxter, and Treasurer Fran Baxter. This 

powerful, family team was able to share their prosperity with their community, something 

they truly valued.  

The Baxter family continued to show their love and support for the community by establishing 

more funds with the community foundation. These include: the Ernest O. Baxter Fund, the 

Baxter/Pollock Family Engineering Scholarship Fund, the Baxter Family Pharmaceutical 

Scholarship Fund, and the M&M Fund. The Baxter Family’s acts of kindness will live on forever 

through their funds, ensuring the community they loved will be supported for years to come.  
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